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MCB when KM2 is not opening, and KM2 is not able to close MCB when KM3 is not 

opening. 

 Status of these five switches KM1~KM3 and QS1~QS2 will be monitored through 

PLC. If any switch is not at the right working position, system will not allow the MCB 

closed, and powering up high voltage to system will be forbidden. If MVDgoes to a 

bad crash, MVD will break the switch automatically to cut off high-voltage input for 

safety if KM1 in not able to open during the process of variable-frequency switching 

to working-frequency automatically. 

 The two switches KM2~KM3 control the function of reserving postponed action in the 

circuit, which can adjust the action interval of the switch during the process of 

variable-frequency switching to working-frequency; being more convenient to 

calibrate machine on site according to the status of electric motor and load of the 

customer, on the premise of a guarantee to switch speed reasonably to avoid an 

over-current malfunction because of the electric motor remanence. 

 
Fig. 2 Second Control Logic Diagram of  

VF switching to PF of Auto Bypass Cabinet 
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 Optional switch SF1 of auto bypass cabinet working mode is available, making it 

more flexible to choose working mode to prevent incorrect operation, as shown in 

Fig.3. 

 “Auto” mode: Allowing switching to PF bypass automatically when MVD is in a 

bad crash. 

 “Manual” mode: Customer can manually switch to working-frequency bypass 

according to the real production requirements when MVD is normally running. 

 “Forbidden” mode: If the production conditions do not allow the switching to 

working-frequency bypass, this mode can be selected to prevent incorrect 

operation. 

 

Fig.3 Selection Switch of Auto Bypass Cabinet Working Mode 

 The switch SF2 for variable-frequency/Power-frequency switching with each other is 

available, as shown in Fig.4. 

 When auto bypass cabinet is under “manual” mode, and this switch is at “PF” 

(power frequency) position, MVD will switch system to PF bypass status 

automatically. 

 When this switch is at ”VF” (variable frequency) position, MVD under the 

power-frequency bypass status can be switched to variable-frequency mode 

automatically. (QS1 and QS2 must be closed) This function will need the 

coordination of engine racing starting-up; therefore, engine racing must be 

enabled and will need to comply with all the related electric motor parameters of 

customer. 
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Action Logic: 

KM1 is closed, then bypass switch KM3 will be open if self-detection shows normal 

after ten seconds, and then close KM2, auto engine racing of MVD will start up, and 

power-frequency will be switched to variable-frequency.  

     

Fig.4 Variable-Frequency/Power-Frequency Switch 
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3. Dual Auto Bypass Cabinet Description 

Primary Circuit Diagram (as Fig.1) 

 

Fig.1 Primary Circuit of Dual Auto Bypass Cabinet 

Detail: 

 1# and 2# electric motors are both under maintenance: all the contactors and knife 

switches are open. 

 1# and 2# electric motors are both under PF mode: KM1 and KM4 are closed, others 

are open. (inspection and maintenance can be implemented under this status) 

 1# electric motor is under VF mode, and 2# is under PF mode: KM2, KM5, QS1 and 

QS3 are closed, KM2 is open; KM3, KM6, QS2 and QS4 are open, KM4 is closed. 

 1# electric motor is under PF mode, and 2# is under VF mode: KM2, KM5, QS1 and 

QS3 are open, KM1 is closed; KM3, KM6, QS2 and QS4 are closed, KM4 is open. 

 1# electric motor is under VF mode, and 2# is under maintenance: KM2, KM5, QS1 

and QS3 are closed, others are open. 

 1# electric motor is under maintenance, and 2# is under VF mode: KM3, KM6, QS2 

and QS4 are closed, others are open. 

 1# electric motor is under PF mode, and 2# is under maintenance: KM2, KM5, QS1 

and QS3 are open, KM1 is closed; others are open. 

 1# electric motor is under maintenance, and 2# is under PF mode: KM3, KM6, QS2 

and QS4 are open, KM4 is closed; others are open. 

 When any one electric motor is under VF mode, system will switch to PF circuit when 

To front level 2# 

switch cabinet 

Output side 10kV 

To 2# motor input side 

Inverter

To front level 1# 

switch cabinet 

Output side 10kV 

To 1# motor input 

side 
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MVD has a bad crash if “auto” mode is selected; action process is KM2 and KM5 are 

open, KM1 is closed. (2# is KM3 and KM6 are open, KM4 is closed) 

 Two electric motors cannot be under VF mode at the same time. 

List is as below: 
1# 

motor 
PF PF PF VF - VF Inspection Inspection Inspection

2# 
motor 

PF VF Inspection PF - Inspection PF VF Inspection

 

Operation Sequence: 

 VF mode activated operation sequence of 1# electric motor: QS1 closed → QS3 

closed → KM2 closed → KM5 closed, after MCB close permission of 1# MVD is 

finally confirmed, close the front level breaker of customer. 

 VF mode activated operation sequence of 2# electric motor: QS2 closed → QS4 

closed → KM3 closed → KM6 closed, after MCB close permission of 2# MVD is 

finally confirmed, close the front level breaker of customer. 

 Sequence of MVD inspection and maintenance: 

Opened KM2, KM3, KM5 and KM6 vacuum contactors → opened all the knife 

switches of QS1~QS4. 

Inspection and maintenance is accomplished after all the sequences above are 

done. 

 

Logic Interlock: 

Shown as Fig.1: 

 QS1 and QS2 are mechanically interlocked and cannot be under closed status at the 

same time; QS3 and QS4 are mechanically interlocked and cannot be under closed 

status at the same time. 

 KM2 and KM3 are electrically interlocked and cannot be under closed status at the 

same time; KM5 and KM6 are electrically interlocked and cannot be under closed 

status at the same time. 

 KM5 and KM1 are electrically interlocked and cannot be under closed status at the 

same time; KM4 and KM6 are electrically interlocked and cannot be under closed 

status at the same time. 

 KM2 and QS1 are electrically interlocked, KM2 cannot be closed if QS1 is open, and 

QS1 is inoperable if KM2 is closed (the purpose is to prevent operating the knife 

switch when power is on; the normal sequence should be the knife switch is closed 

at first, then close the contactor). KM3 and QS2, KM5 and QS3, KM6 and QS4 are 

electrically interlocked, respectively. When knife switch is open, contactor cannot be 

closed; when contactor is closed, knife switch cannot be operated. 

 

Auto Bypass Switching Description: 
 1# auto bypass cabinet is connected to 1# electric motor, and 2# auto bypass 

cabinet is connected to 2# electric motor. Both operation logics are correspondent to 

the each sequence. 
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 The switch SF1 (#2 is SF3) for auto bypass cabinet working mode is available, 

making it more flexible to choose working mode to prevent incorrect operation, as 

shown in Fig.2. 

 “Auto” mode: Allowing switching to PF bypass automatically when MVD is in a 

bad crash. 

 “Manual” mode: Customer can manually switch to PF bypass according to the 

real production requirements when MVD is normally running. 

 “Forbidden” mode: If the production conditions do not allow the switching to PF 

bypass, this mode can be selected to prevent incorrect operation. 

 

Fig.2 Selection Switch of Auto Bypass Cabinet Working Mode 

 The switch SF2 for VF/PF switching with each other is available (self-reset) (2# is 

SF4), as shown in Fig.3. 

 When auto bypass cabinet is under “manual” mode, and this switch is at “PF” 

(Power frequency) position, MVD will switch system to PF bypass status 

automatically. 

 The Switch will self-reset to the middle position if it is switched to “VF”, making 

this operation invalid. (VF position is as reserved) 

 The two switches KM5 and KM1 control the function of reserving postponed action in 

the circuit, which can adjust the action interval of the switch during the process of VF 

switching to PF; being more convenient to calibrate machine on site according to the 

status of electric motor and load of the customer, on the premise of a guarantee to 

switch speed reasonably to avoid an over-current malfunction because of the electric 

motor remanence. (standard setting is: postponed time of KT1 is 5~10 seconds, and 

KT2 is 10 seconds) 

 

Fig.3 Variable-Frequency/Power-Frequency Switch 
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4. Remote Control Box Description 

Introduction 
MVD remote control box is an intelligent instrument; user can easily control start-up, 

stop, acceleration, and deceleration and positive/negative rotation of MVD through 

RS485 network, and it can feedback the set speed and the real speed of MVD in real 

time. Communication distance can be as long as 1200m (9600bps), which is able to 

reduce the noise to MVD efficiently. 

 

Looks 
There are five items in total of remote control box: 

 Touch panel screen 

 LED indicator of high-voltage power on 

 LED indicator of MVD running 

 LED indicator of fault 

 Emergency stop button 

 

Functions and Features 
 User can use touch panel interface to control start-up, stop, acceleration, 

deceleration and positive/negative operation of MVD through remote box. 

 LED indicator of high-voltage power on: indicator will light up if MVD high-voltage is 

powered up. 

 LED indicator of MVD running: indicator will light up if MVD is running. 

 LED indicator of fault: indicator will light up if MVD breaks down.  

 Emergency stop button: response to the emergency of MVD in case for user. 

 

Operation Description: 
Under powered condition of MVD system, select MVD local HMI+HMI operation, 

instruction detail is as below: 

 Check all the cables before powering-up, close the doors of cabinet. 

 Control cabinet is powered up; check all the positions of emergency stop buttons. 

Check if there is any hint of HMI MCB close permission. 

 Select Operation mode/ Reference set is RS485+RS485. 
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 Close QF1 switch in remote control box, check if the communication of HMI and

MVD is normal or not, and select system control mode as close-loop or open-loop

control according to the site situation.

 Close the high-voltage breaker of user’s site, after the module is precharged for 10

seconds, press system reset in remote control box, check if there is any malfunction

hint of LED indicator in control box.

 If system uses close-loop control, return to the main interface of remote control box,

and system will be running after the speed is set.

 If system uses open-loop control, set the target value, PID parameter and time in

close-loop setting page. Check the feedback value to adjust all these parameters,

this value will be needed to be tuned through experience. Click “run” after the

parameters are set up.
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